
Why Data is no longer just for the 
revenue team?

India



A commercial strategy amalgamate hotel's 
revenue generating teams: sales, 

marketing, revenue management and 
distribution - within one goal structure



Key objectives of 
commercial departments
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The hotelier 
viewpoint…

Source: OTA Insight APAC Survey FY21 Q4



Flight evolution in searches is showing upward trend for the major markets in India.

Majority contributors are from European & Asian markets

Predict: How have flight searches evolved?1



Predict: How have flights and Hotels searches evolved?

Flight searches between 8 - 28 days & 29 - 90 

days are showing positive upside since last 2 

weeks for Mumbai. 

As Covid-19 behavior/restrictions change, we 

can see positivity in hotel searches showing 

upward trends for the searches between 0 - 7 

days and 8 - 28 days   

Do you see the similar trends for your markets? 
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Current 90 Day Demand outlook for Mumbai shows busy from April 2022 onwards. 

High demand over 8th April 21st April 2022 for various events. 

Are hotels optimizing LOS in line with guest preferences?

Are we seeing pick up for Chemexpo Event in April ?

Predict: Demand Outlook, Next 90 days1



Flights searches, deep dive into granular data for the 10th - 24th Feb  & 9th - 21st April.

How are we leveraging this information with the source markets like UK, Australia, UAE? 

How can the marketing team can help us here?     

Predict: Demand Outlook, Next 90 days1



Customers are continuing to review hotel searches for their travel into Mumbai.
61.30% searching for LOS 1 night, however LOS  2 & 3  and contribute to around 27.5 % searches.  

74.5% of searches continue to be from India.
Optimism building for 0 - 7  and major over the weekends, 

Customers booking closer to arrival dates 

Predict: Demand Outlook, Next 90 days1



Are we utilising LOS discounting in line with guest 
preferences?

38.8% searches are > LOS 2, yet 95% of the Mumbai 
hotels do not offer any discounts on LOS 2   

Price: How are hotels using LOS Discounting?2

LOS Hotelsearch Breakdown Example for Mumbai



How many properties are offering non 
refundable options?

What level of rate flexibility are hotels 
offering?

Price: How are hotels using Rate Flexibility?2



Distribution: How are you optimizing your channel mix?

Data to be replacedData to be replaced
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1. Where and when to invest my marketing 

dollars, and where are the gaps for Sales.

1. Are the promotions picking up and 

attracting the right segment?

1. How are your channels performing? Do 

you need to refine your channel mix? 

1. What impact is your commercial strategy 

having on your revenue?

Analyse4



Key takeaways

1. Bring your commercial departments closer together and promote transparency, 
communication and collaboration across these teams. 

2. Understand that demand forecasting has changed significantly due to Covid and forward 
looking data is increasingly more important

3. Competition for the customer is fiercer than ever before, understand what your market is 
doing, especially pricing and promo strategies

4. Take data-driven decisions based on accurate, reliable, actionable and forward looking data 
to take advantage of revenue opportunities earlier and capture demand before your 
competition

5. Monitor disparity and control your distribution mix

6. Measure/analyse the performance of the implemented strategies and take decisive action
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Are you ready to turn lookers into bookers?
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